THANK YOU TO THE PARTNERS WHO HAVE HELPED US MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

John E. Cadigan (Andrews-Cooper)
Joseph C. Day Chancellors’ Fund
Digital Federal Credit Union
Joseph Donahue Charitable Foundation
Nancy L. Donahue Endowed Fellowship in Values and Ethics
Enterprise Bank
Israel & Matilda Goldberg Family Endowment
Eric J. Heliwell
Independent University Alumni Association
Mitchell Kertzman Endowed Discretionary Fund
Russell V. LeClaire (Texas Instruments Foundation)
Robert J. Manning Endowment Fund (Robert and Donna Manning)
Mark McCarthy (Screw-Matic Corporation)
Francis L. Mckone Chancellor’s Discretionary Endowment Fund
Pernick Chancellor’s Endowed Discretionary Fund
James Regan
Spinola Angel Investment Fund for Entrepreneurship
Jack Wilson Endowed Presidential Entrepreneurship Fund

THANK YOU
To all our Preliminary Pitch-off and Idea Challenge judges.
To our alumni, faculty and community mentors.
To the individuals that made contributions through Hawk Hatch.

RIVER HAWK NEW VENTURE FUND ADVISORY COUNCIL

Jerry G. Colella  BS ’78 Secondary Education Sociology
Mark V. Forziated  BS ’78 Business Administration Management
Reddy Godula  MS ’93 Mechanical Engineering
John F. Kennedy  BS ’70 Mathematics
Donald LaTorre  BS ’59 Textile Chemistry; Hon.’07 (Co-Chair)
Mark A. Saab  BS ’81 Plastics Engineering; Hon.’13
Francis M. Spinola  BS ’66 Chemical Engineering
Jack M. Wilson  President Emeritus (Chair)

CONTACT US
WWW.UML.EDU/ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Entrepreneurship@uml.edu

WED. OCTOBER 19
UCROSSING • MOLONEY HALL